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THE RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPE RESEARCH PROGRAM
AND FACILITY
LUTHER E . PREUSS

F U N D A M E N T A L PHYSICAL RESEARCH
THIN FILMS: The most productive and stimulating facet of radiotracer usage
is its application to special problems where the more conventional methodology may
have failed. For example, the author's research on vacuum distillation phenomena
and resultant condensed films, combined with electron microscopy of the structure
of such films, has been strongly aided by the utilization of the tracer technic. Unsuspected, productive research avenues have been opened in this work by the tracer
method. The distillation ray camera and the crucible dispersion studies, described in
the following are examples.
Autoradiography, a prime investigative tool, has proved invaluable in the study
of both the macro- and micro-array of very thin radioactive metal layers. Fundamental
investigations of the chemographic mechanism (87), which stemmed from the 1950
A.E.C. course on advanced autoradiography'", have been begun. . \ related series of
experiments is in progress to clarify the role of the Russell Effectt with newly condensed metal distillands. The sensitivity of the technic has been extended in this
laboratory to surface concentrations of the order of 10-' grams per cm'.
A fundamental technique has been developed for the calculation of tenuous film
thickness utilizing Cr^', Au"°, and W"^ as well as other isotopes. Comparisons by
standardization give accurate assay of mass per unit area. Sensitivity has been achieved
which is 10^ times better than that obtainable from multiple beam interferometry.
With the assumption of a coherent layer, metal films 10' angstrom units thick have
been measured (78).
The same system has been applied also to the investigation of concurrent distillation rates for pure materials in mixtures and alloys for varied applications of
Raoult's law. This is accomplished by a special scheme using multiple distillations
and the solution of simultaneous equations in the assay formulae, with double radiation
detectors of varied sensitiivties. It has been shownt that concurrent distillation between
the refractory filament source material and the charge occurs in an unsuspected high
ratio. This phenomenon may have some effect upon the structure of thin films, such
as are used for shadow casting in electron microscopy.

"Acknowledgment is made to Dr. G. Boyd, Director of the A.E.C. course, for extended council and aid.
'"The chemographic effect attributable to oxidation phenomena at the interface of newly prepared
metallic surfaces
tProceedings of the 1956 National Symposium on Vacuum Technology.
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Paralleling this, vacuum evaporation dispersion studies for radioactive charge
material were carried out as part of a general program involving phenomena associated
with the vacuum shadowing process. Unique tracer work (78) has demonstrated the
intrinsic sensitivity and has proved that the assumption of symmetrical, spherical
dispersion made by many workers is erroneous and may lead to errors of the order of
—75% to -|-1000% in the prediction of film thickness.
A segment of this interest in ultra-thin radioactive layers of metal, has produced
a new approach to the study of macro-and mirco-surface detail. This consists of the
production of a thin radioactive deposit by evaporation upon the surface in question,
its subsequent autoradiographic exposure, and reproduction of the film's array. The
method has demonstrated resolution of structures down to 40 microns in preliminary
studies, and the order of 20 microns under special conditions in continuing work (86).
A BETA A N D GAMMA-RAY V A C U U M CAMERA: An outgrowth of the interest
in thin radioactive film deposition morphology is the design, construction, and application of a beta-ray camera. This involves an investigation of image formation by
the autoradiographic adaptation of the simple pin-hole camerat. The source configuration of very highly radioactive specimens may be delineated by this process.
Fig. 1 is a negative of an autoradiogram taken by this system. This is an image of
an extremely concentrated source of radioactive P32, laid down in a peripheral deposit.
This vacuum camera system has proved highly superior to the gross apposition autoradiography usually used. This work is being extended to such a camera design for
gamma ray emitters, in which the aperturing system is much more heavily shielded.
THE BETA-EXCITED APPOSITION A N D POINT X-RAY SOURCE: Two new
types of x-radaition sources are presently under study in this laboratory. The first is a
planar design for apposition use with interchangeable targets and with variable betasource configurations. Fig. 2. The second is a source-target mixture design, wherein the
goal is a "point source". Both utilize the impingement phenomena of beta radiation
from the radioactive nuclei of certain synthetic radioisotopes. Some of the pure beta
emitters used for this interaction are Sr'^-Y'" mixtures, P", Pm"', W " , Tm'^o Ca^s
and T i ' " . Control of the bremsstrahlung ratio and solution of the geometrical design
problems offer two exceptionally stimulating challengest- The interrelation between beta
energy, source intensity, efficiency, target thickness, radiation shielding, and geometry
is a somewhat unexplored field; the best geometrical configuration for a specific photon
output is not well established. Experimental work is in progress to ascertain the spectral
characteristics of varied sources and to establish the quality and output intensity by
radiographic means. The efficiency of the fluorescence principle and the characteristics
of transmission and reflection targets is of some concern in this study.
Preliminary resolution studies have been made with the planar apposition source.
These were carried out with separate source-target geometries using P^' as source

tManuscript in preparation.
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with a Cu target. Resolution on 200 mesh nickel grids is of the order of 75 microns
and is presently being improved by the use of more favorable source-target geometries.
Homogeneous target-source mixtures with P^' betas have been made with diameters as
small as 3 mm. With a precipitated silver saU target these have produced radiation
of some reasonable radiographic quahty. Total source activity has been kept low for
health-physics reasons and exposure periods are relatively lengthy.
An illustration of the planar apposition source design is given in Fig. 3. This
is a cylindrical brass housing, one inch in diameter and height. The planar, disk-like
source is seated in the housing top above a reflector target. The transmission target
is fixed above and in contact with the P" source, to form a target-source lamination.
This 'backing target principle' is used to improve the x-ray production efficiency and flux.
Characteristic and "white" radiation are both produced in the double target and expedite
the autoradiographic exposure when the source is placed in apposition with the proper
emulsion. Fig. 4 is an illustration of the radiographic quahty obtainable with a P^'-Ag,
source-target mixture. The subject is a miniature electronic tube. Silver was precipitated
as the phosphate to form the homogeneous target arrangement. Kodak special Royal
Blue emulsion was used with DuPont Lightening intensifierst
THE BETA RAY PROJECTION MICROSCOPE. This investigation has grown out
of this author's interest in identification of surface and internal structure through a
technique of projection and apposition macro-radiography. This utilizes directly the
particulate radiation from selected isotopic agents and differs thereby from the simple
apposition study. The key to the experimental design is that in certain high specific
activity materials the requisite activity may be concentrated in a very small total
volume. This constitutes essentially a point source and serves in this projection macro
radiography as the 'illumination' for certain specimens which are held in apposition to
the radiographic emulsion. The study has used the radiation from pure beta and gamma
emitters as well as from mixed sources and from electron conversion transitions.
VACUUM DISTILLATION CAMERA. One of the more intriguing problems has
been that of the physical mechanism of metal vacuum distillation. Various questions
related to geometry, fill-in, creep, scattering reflection, etc., had been left largely unanswered in the foregoing studies, but a new method has been developed by which
many of these problems have been uniquely resolved. This involves a combination of
distillation camera exposures and autoradiography which provides a true image of the
distillation source at the instant of molecular distillation. The resultant autoradiographic
image gives a quantitative representation of the real region from which the distilling
atoms emanate. The theoretical limits of sensitivity of this technique are as low as
10-' grams of total charge distilled and 10-' grams of image condensate.
Fig. 5 is a reproduction of an autoradiogram made for the distillation of radioactive gold from a helical tungsten wire crucible. This image represents the true
distillation volume beyond which evaporating metal atoms travel in collision-free paths.
tManuscript in preparation.
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This is an end-on view by the distillation camera, with the optic axis coincident with
the axis of the helix. Note, that the turns of the helix are clearly demonstrated.
Fig. 6 is a distillation camera exposure of the evaporation characteristics of a radioactive
bar crucible. WO3 on the 'hot' radioactive bar has diffused to the vertical
supports which also serve as a source of W " ' O3.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. The radioactive isotope laboratory staff is indebted in its
physical research program to the Phoenix Project, Isotope Laboratory, Reactor Facility
Building, North Campus, University of Michigan for aid and consultation and for use
of facilities. We are particularly grateful for the cooperation of H . Gomberg and E.
Emmons of the Phoenix Project.

BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH A N D CLINICAL PROGRAM
BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH. Many collaborative researches involving the nuclides;
P^', V", AW" and Co'", have been undertaken with clinical divisions of the Henry
Ford Hospital. In addition to projects mentioned elsewhere in this report, such
biophysical studies have included investigations of phenomena related to,
serial
uptakes, Au™ in transport and therapy, radio-colloids for interstitial injection,
erythrocyte survival, and electrolyte disappearance rates. These nuclides have also
been used regularly in clinical tracer and therapeutic studies. The methodology of
both the physical and related biophysical systems in all such work is not well established
and consequently appreciable time is spent in fundamental studies of tracer systems.
For example, recent investigations having to do with the stabilization of colloidal
suspensions (136) and effects of geometry on tracer systems (54) have been reported
from this laboratory and have yielded more accurate assay methods.
DOSIMETRY A N D H E A L T H PHYSICS. Each nuclide and activity level may require
special devices for adequate assay and use. The radioactive laboratory has had a
continuing duty to adapt and develop custom instrumentation without which satisfactory
tracer operation is impossible.
Dosimetry investigations, which have been centered chiefly on low energy gamma
and x-ray flux rate measurements, have resulted in the development of a unique
null-method electrometer"'. This has made accurate dosage rate determinations feasible
at exceedingly low dosage flux with certain ionization chamber designs originating in
this laboratory. The importance of being able to evaluate personnel radiation hazards
properly was recognized early. This laboratorie's active interest in all the standards
and methods of health physics is reflected in the fact that laboratory dosage remains
well below 5% of the recently lowered tolerance levels (155).

'Manuscript in preparation.
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LABORATORY CONCEPT A N D IMPLEMENTATION. A formal isotope program
is accompanied by unique problems of design and con.struction of laboratories and
equipment (27). Development studies here have included those of architectural
design, shielding, air conditioning (131), etc. The isotope laboratory was buih
for a triple phase research and development usage: A, for tracer and radiation research
within the Physics Department itself; B, for research carried on intramurally by and
with other departments of the Institute; C, and for extramural research conducted
with Hospital divisions. In addition, the laboratory was intended as a developmental
center for certain tracer techniques to be applied clinically in the Henry Ford Hospital.
The diversified nature of the proposed uses for the laboratory made its design and
operation a stimulating task.
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Figure 1
A negative of beta-ray camera exposure. Bright areas correspond to regions of high intensity beta
emission. This is a characteristic peripheral deposit of concentrated P". System pressures, 200 u Hg-'.

Figure 2

Figure 3

A resolution study on a 0.125 inch copper grid The planar P^'-Cu source-target design is shown
by the apposition method. A planar source of disassembled. The entire radiation source exclusive
radioactive Cr'' is the source of radiation.
of shielding occupies less than one cubic inch.
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A distillation camera exposure was made of the
evaporation sequence of radioactive Au"8 from a
tungsten helix. This is a negative of the autoradiogram. Exposures were on Kodak MLS and development was in D-72 at 1 to 1. Note that the regions
of distillation of the gold are clearly identified
with the outline of the tungsten helix.

Figure 4
The P32-Au intimate source-target mixture produced radiation of this radiographic quality.
The source was less than 3 mm in diameter.
Note the fine detail despite the short source
distance of 15 cm.

A horizontal tungsten bar tagged with W'^s has
been oxidized and then vacuum distilled before a
distillation camera. This is a positive of the autoradiogram made on the Kodak MLS. Dark areas
correspond to radiation-induced latent image formation. The distillation characteristics of the short
horizontal bar are clearly defined.
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